REVERBERATIONS 2019
DAY 1
Reverberations, one of the most anticipated cultural events in Chennai took off with a
spectacular flash mob performed by the students of K K Nagar and Nungambakkam. Its
simplistic choreography and excellent coordination spoke volumes about the dedication of the
dancers and choreographers and was the best possible curtain raiser for the day. A short while
later, the events for the day began with Shipwreck. Shipwreck, as, always attracted a huge crowd
which gladly showered the participants with cheers and applause. A similar scene could be seen
next door in Green Screen as clips changed from Chhota Bheem to the Indian Parliament, from
Times Now debates to Kamal Hassan classics.
As the day unfolded, events like Block and Tackle, JAM and Surprise Event joined the list of
flagged events and became the ground zero for explosive cheers. The ground was occupied with
sportsmen gearing up for Futsal and Box Cricket while on the other side teams were engaged in a
battle of athleticism in seven stones. Games in reverberations are never limited to the
conventional, FIFA, DOTA and mind games gave those who wished to play beyond the physical
level a stage.
DR Mrs Y.G.P.Auditorium was jam packed the whole day. The group dance and the host dance
were spectacular shows. Channel Surfing another showstopper, gave the judges a tough time.
With a hilarious interpretation of every channel, Channel Surfing was one of the best events of
the day. Overall, day one was a massive hit filled with fun and colour that everyone is bound to
remember.

DAY 2
Day one of reverberations set the bar high, but day two managed to break the bar in two with a
stellar music host performance, a hilarious Winners Event and many more memorable moments.
The Surprise Event and Quiz finals, both being extremely popular among students gave a good
kick start to the day. Next, was Band, which true to the theme ‘REELive’ took us back to a time
of classics and the highly anticipated host performance, which took our breath away with its sick
beats, electrifying guitar solos and spot on vocals.
Face painting and mono acting were a hub of artistic minds, while creative writing was one for
creative minds, for those with a knack for humour there was ADZAP. The participants outdid
themselves and showed everyone how it’s done. The sidelines of the ground was lined with food
stalls where students thronged to taste the delicacies.
All events of the day built up to the Winners Event, with winners from all flagged events. Six
students battled for the coveted title of ‘Reverberator’ starting with a no elimination talent round.
Eliminations began from round two which was Movie Review, followed by Channel Surfing,
then ADZAP and finally Shipwreck. Pragadeesh and Venkatesh were neck to neck at a point,
However, Pragadeesh ended day two with a bang by winning the title and the latest I Pad as his
prize.
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